Thank you for purchasing the rechargeable battery kit for Lucky Duck ecallers. To see more Lucky Duck™ products please visit your local Sporting Goods dealer or online at www.luckyduck.com.

**Directions for use:** Plug the wall charger into any standard wall outlet. The wall charger light should stay green when the leads are not plugged into a battery pack/ecaller. Choose one of the two options below.

**Option 1 Direct Charge:** Plug the leads on the wall charger directly to the Lucky Duck rechargeable battery pack. The wall charger light will change from red to green when fully charged.

**Option 2 Ecaller Charging Port:** If a charging port exists on your Lucky Duck ecaller, you can use the included charging port adapter and plug the wall charger into the charging port on the ecaller. TURN THE ECALLER ON. The wall charger light should change from green to red indicating it is charging. The light will change back to green when the battery pack is fully charged.

**Note:** Charging ports are not always reliable. The most reliable method for charging the battery pack is to plug the wall charger directly into the Lucky Duck rechargeable battery pack.

**WARNING:** Only use the Lucky Duck rechargeable battery pack and Lucky Duck wall charger in your Lucky Duck products. Using non-Lucky Duck battery packs and chargers will void all warranties.

Lucky Duck™ warrants this product against all manufacturing defects for a period of 1 year from date of purchase. Proof of purchase is required. Abuse of the product (water damage, dropped, mistreatment etc.) is not covered. Please return and exchange the defective unit to the store where you purchased the product. If the store will not accept the return, please call customer service at 715-338-3183.